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ASIAN FACE AND ACCENTED SPEECH 

Abstract 

Prior studies have reported that seeing an Asian face makes American English sound more 

accented. The current study investigates whether this effect is perceptual, or if it instead occurs at 

a later decision stage.  We first replicated the finding that showing static Asian and Caucasian 

faces can shift people’s reports about the accentedness of speech accompanying the pictures. 

When we changed the static pictures to dubbed videos, reducing the demand characteristics, the 

shift in reported accentedness largely disappeared. By including unambiguous items along with 

the original ambiguous items, we introduced a contrast bias and actually reversed the shift, with 

the Asian-face videos yielding lower judgments of accentedness than the Caucasian-face videos. 

By changing to a mixed rather than blocked design, so that the ethnicity of the videos varied 

from trial to trial, we eliminated the difference in accentedness rating. Finally, we tested 

participants’ perception of accented speech using the selective adaptation paradigm. After 

establishing that an auditory-only accented adaptor shifted the perception of how accented test 

words are, we found that no such adaptation effect occurred when the adapting sounds relied on 

visual information (Asian vs. Caucasian videos) to influence the accentedness of an ambiguous 

auditory adaptor.  Collectively, the results demonstrate that visual information can affect the 

interpretation, but not the perception, of accented speech. 

 

Keywords: Asian face; accent; interpretation; perception; ethnicity 
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Does Seeing an Asian Face Make Speech Sound More Accented? 

With increasing globalization, people’s exposure to accented speech is growing, 

especially in a culturally diverse country like the United States.  In fact, all speech has an accent, 

either a foreign accent (e.g. a Chinese accent) or a regional accent (e.g., a Boston accent).  Many 

factors affect a listener’s judgments of how accented speech sounds, including properties of 

sounds (e.g., Magen, 1998; Munro, Derwing, & Morton, 2006), lexical frequency (e.g., Levi, 

Winters, & Pisoni, 2007), visual cues (e.g., Irwin, 2008; Kawase, Hannah, & Wang, 2014; 

Swerts & Krahmer, 2004), and even cultural backgrounds (e.g., Wang, Martin, & Martin, 2002). 

The focus of the current study is a finding that simply seeing an Asian face can make speech 

sound more accented (Rubin, 1992; Rubin, Ainsworth, Cho, Turk, & Winn, 1999; Rubin & 

Smith, 1990; Yi, Phelps, Smiljanic, & Chandrasekaran, 2013; Yi, Smiljanic, & Chandrasekaran, 

2014).  

In Rubin’s (1992) study, American undergraduates saw a picture of a face (either an 

Asian, or a dark-haired Caucasian, matched in physical attractiveness) while hearing a passage 

that had been recorded by a native speaker of American English. After the passage, the 

participants were given a listening comprehension test, and were asked to give judgments of how 

accented the speech was, the potential teaching competence of the speaker, etc.  Rubin found that 

when the photograph had been of an Asian face, students reported hearing an accent that did not 

exist. Moreover, participants’ listening comprehension performance was poorer in the Asian face 

condition than in the Caucasian face condition.  In a similar study, Rubin and Smith (1990) 

found that the ethnicity of a static face (Asian vs. Caucasian), rather than actual accentedness of 

speech, affected students’ attitudes toward, and comprehension of, the speaker. The authors 
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stated that “when students perceived—whether rightly or wrongly—high levels of foreign 

accentedness, they judged speakers to be poor teachers” (p. 337). Similar results were found 

when students watched a face and listened to Dutch accented English, with negative stereotypes 

again associated with the Asian face, suggesting that international instructors might get unfair 

evaluations due to their Asian appearance (Rubin et al., 1999). The phenomenon that certain 

beliefs about the speakers (e.g., non-native speakers) could affect how their speech is evaluated 

(e.g., accentedness, intelligibility), has  been called  “reverse linguistic stereotyping” (Kang & 

Rubin, 2009).   

Additional evidence has been provided by Yi and his colleagues (Yi et al., 2013; Yi et al., 

2014). Yi et al. (2013) presented native American English speakers with audio-only and audio-

visual Korean-accented English and native English. Participants were instructed to transcribe and 

rate the accentedness of the speech. Results showed that Korean speakers were rated as more 

accented in the audiovisual condition than in the audio-only condition, while the pattern was 

reversed for English speakers. In addition, the visual cues helped intelligibility of the native 

English speech more than for the Korean-accented speech.  

The idea that a person’s appearance affects how his or her speech is perceived has been 

very influential – Rubin (1992)’s study alone has been cited over 360 times to date. In the current 

study, we re-examine the idea,  assessing not only people’s interpretation of accentedness but 

also their perception of the speech. That is, we draw a distinction between what people judge a 

sound to be in terms of accentedness on a decision level and what they really hear on a 

perceptual level.  From our perspective, what has been called perception in some previous 

articles, such as accent ratings or filling out a survey on a speaker’s accent (Levi et al., 2007; 

Magen, 1998; Rubin, 1992, 1998; Scales, Wennerstrom, Richard, & Wu, 2006; Yi et al., 2013) 
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may actually be interpretation instead. The different notions of perception can be seen in Rubin’s 

(1992) statement that “listeners' perceptions of the instructors' accent -whether accurate 

perceptions or not - were the strongest predictors of teacher ratings.” (p. 513). The first use of 

“perception” in this statement seems to be referring to an interpretation, whereas the second 

seems to reflect what people were actually hearing. Firestone and Scholl (2015) have emphasized 

the importance of disentangling “post-perceptual judgment from actual online perception” (p. 

48), a point raised previously by Norris, McQueen, and Cutler (2000); see Samuel (1997; 

Samuel, 2001) for studies that have done this in the area of spoken word recognition.  

The distinction between interpretation and perception has potentially important practical 

implications.  If the reported effect of seeing an Asian face is generated at a level of 

interpretation, it seems feasible that this could be ameliorated by social interventions (Rubin, 

1998). However, if the effect occurs on a perceptual level, this is a deeper-level issue and seems 

less amenable to potential interventions. More generally, as just noted, there is a growing 

recognition in the field that it is important to be precise when assessing phenomena, and the 

distinction between perception and interpretation is an important aspect of this theoretical 

precision.   

Showing pictures of faces may not be the ideal way to measure how visual information 

affects participants’ judgments of accented speech because pictures bring with them demand 

characteristics that may cause participants to report in a certain way. When a picture is presented 

with no obvious connection to the speech being heard, participants are likely to make 

assumptions about what the experimenter might be looking for. Therefore, in addition to a 

replication of the basic effect using static faces, our experiments use dubbed video clips that pair 

facial information with the speech in a more natural way, reducing the demand characteristics.  
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The current study reports six experiments that investigate how visual information (e.g. an 

Asian or a Caucasian face) is integrated with auditory information (e.g. accented speech). In Part 

1, we presented static pictures of a speaker (Asian vs. Caucasian) in Experiment 1, and used 

more integrated audiovisual stimuli (i.e., videos with lip-movements) in Experiment 2.  In Part 2, 

we tested whether a decision-level interpretation of accentedness could be shifted by 

experimental manipulations, by introducing a contrast bias (Experiment 3), or by switching to a 

mixed (Experiment 4) rather than a blocked design. In Part 3 (Experiments 5 and 6), we used the 

selective adaptation procedure (Eimas & Corbit, 1973) to determine whether visually different 

adaptors (i.e., an ambiguous sound dubbed onto Asian and Caucasian faces with lip-movements) 

would shift the audiovisual percept of the adaptors and thus produce different adaptation effects.  

Part 1 

Experiment 1 

Rubin and his colleagues (Kang & Rubin, 2009; Rubin, 1992; Rubin et al., 1999; Rubin 

& Smith, 1990) have reported that judgments of how accented speech sounds were affected by 

seeing a picture of someone with an Asian face versus someone with a Caucasian face.  In 

Experiment 1, we sought to replicate this effect by showing static pictures of faces and playing 

audios in the background.  Rather than playing a single passage of speech recorded by a native 

American English speaker, the audios used in the current study were words that had been 

constructed by blending a recording of a native speaker together with a recording of an Asian-

accented speaker. These stimuli introduced an actual foreign accent, and let us see how the visual 

information affected speech of varying levels of accentedness. 

Method 

Participants 
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Twenty-nine Stony Brook undergraduate students with self-reported normal vision and 

hearing participated in this experiment.  They received partial course credit to fulfill a research 

requirement in psychology courses.  We excluded three participants because they did not follow 

the instructions to look at the computer screen in front of them during the task. 

Materials 

The words we chose for our stimuli met several criteria. One essential criterion was that 

each word must include at least one sound that is characteristically difficult for Chinese native 

speakers to pronounce accurately.  For example, Chinese-accented speakers often mispronounce 

/θ/ as /s/ (e.g., “thin” as “sin”), and /æ/ as /e/ (e.g. “bat” as “bet”) (Rau, Chang, & Tarone, 2009; 

Rogers & Dalby, 2005; Zhang & Yin, 2009). We also wanted relatively high-frequency words, 

and non-monosyllabic words, so that they would be recognizable, even with an accented 

articulation. A final criterion was that stimuli could not be lexically ambiguous in an accented 

form. This eliminates words like thinking, as an accented rendition of this would sound like a 

different word, sinking.  Based on these criteria, three English words were chosen: cancer, 

theater, and thousand; cancer contains /æ/, and theater and thousand both have /θ/. As described 

below, each of these three words was used to generate a large number of experimental stimuli, 

and each experimental stimulus was presented many times.  

Auditory Stimuli: We selected a female native Mandarin speaker who had a strong 

Chinese accent and a female native speaker of American English to record the auditory stimuli. 

The American speaker was chosen because the fundamental frequency (pitch) of her voice was 

similar to the fundamental frequency of the Chinese speaker.  Each speaker recorded stimuli in a 

sound attenuated booth, using a high quality microphone and digital recorder. We instructed the 

speakers to pronounce each of the three English words several times, ranging from a slow speed 
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to a fast speed. From these recordings, for each of the three words we selected tokens that 

matched in duration across the two speakers.  Goldwave software was used to eliminate 

background noise and to match tokens on amplitude.  Next, we used Praat software (Boersma & 

Weenink, 2016)  to minimize any differences in the pitch of the selected native and non-native 

tokens. Finally, for each of the three words, we used the TANDEM-STRAIGHT software 

package (Kawahara & Morise, 2011) to make an 8-step continuum that had the native token at 

one end and the Chinese-accented token at the other end.  

Our careful matching of the timing and fundamental frequency of the tokens from the two 

speakers accomplished two goals.  First, matching these two properties allowed the morphing 

software to operate cleanly.  Second, when we use the resulting stimuli in our perceptual tests, 

listeners cannot use cues like pitch height or word duration to make judgments about how 

accented a token sounds. The results of the construction process sounded natural, with no salient 

artifacts; the tokens are provided as Supplementary Materials.  Across the three sets of stimuli, 

tokens were about 600 to 800 ms long and had an average fundamental frequency around 200 

Hz.   

Videos: We videotaped the faces of two female speakers (an Asian woman and a dark-

haired Caucasian woman) in front of a blackboard looking directly at the camera. They were 

instructed to produce each of the three words at different speeds with neutral facial expressions. 

We selected videos of each word for which the lip-movements of the two speakers were 

generally matched with each other; this selection also ensured that the durations of the two 

tokens in a pair (one native, one accented) were matched.  Using VSDC video editing software, 

we deleted the original audios of the videos and replaced them with tokens from the continua. 

Care was taken to keep the sounds and the lip-movements temporally consistent. This procedure 
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generated 48 videos (2 apparent speakers x 3 words x 8 continuum steps). Videos were all 720 × 

480, with 44100 Hz frequency and 29.970 fps. Sample videos are provided as Supplementary 

Materials. 

For each apparent speaker, we cut a short clip (around 0.1 sec) from a video showing 

only her static face with the mouth closed (Appendix A provides the two static images). For each 

of the 48 videos we had made, we made a copy in which we replaced the original video 

component with the silent clip, stretched to make the length of the silent clip the same as the 

audio component. The resulting videos with static faces are conceptually comparable to the 

stimuli used by Rubin (1992): static pictures of either an Asian or a Caucasian face presented 

while speech is played. 

For Experiment 1, we selected 24 of these videos as the stimuli – the two static faces 

paired with continuum steps 3, 4, 5 and 6 of three words (cancer, theater, and thousand). We 

chose these four steps because they are most ambiguous in terms of accent, and thus they are the 

most likely to be affected by the faces.   

Procedure 

Participants wore headphones and were tested in a sound-attenuated booth. We tested up 

to three subjects at the same time. On each trial, participants watched a static face while listening 

to an English word.  Participants judged how native-like, or how accented, the word sounded.  

They were told that accent refers to any kind of accent that leads to speech different from 

standard American English. Participants responded by pushing one of four labeled buttons on a 

button board: 1 = native; 2 = somewhat native (the word sounded native but they were not quite 

sure); 3 = somewhat accented (the word sounded non-native but they were not sure); 4 = 

accented.  Participants were instructed to do this task as accurately as they could without taking 
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too much time.  There was a 1 sec inter-trial-interval after all subjects had responded. If one or 

more participants failed to press a button within 3 sec after the presentation of a stimulus, the 

next video was presented after a 1 sec delay.  

The accent-rating task was run in two separate blocks: participants watched the static 

Asian face in one block, and the static Caucasian face in the other block.  In each block, there 

were 15 repetitions of 12 static Asian (or Caucasian) face videos (3 words x 4 continuum steps) 

randomly presented. Each block took around 12 minutes, with the order of the two blocks 

counterbalanced across subjects. There was a five minute filler task (playing silent computer 

games) between the two blocks. 

Results 

Two participants were excluded because they failed to respond at least 10 times in at least 

one block (i.e., >=5.6% missing responses).  We obtained complete sets of usable data from 24 

non-Asian native English speakers (evenly distributed across the two counterbalancing orders).   

We calculated the average accentedness rating for each video and conducted a four-way 

repeated measures ANOVA on these scores with three within-subject factors: Face (Asian and 

Caucasian), Continuum Step (3, 4, 5 and 6), and Word (cancer, theater, and thousand), and one 

between-subject factor: Presentation order (Asian face tested first or second).  Figure 1 shows the 

overall (left panel) mean accentedness ratings for the four continuum steps, for the first Block 

(middle panel), and for the second Block (right panel). Figure 2 presents the data collapsed 

across continuum step, broken down by each of the three Words (cancer, theater, and thousand).  

Recall that Rubin (1992) found that subjects rated speech as being more accented when it 

was heard while seeing a picture of an Asian person than when the picture was of a Caucasian 

person. That study used a between-subject design – each subject either saw one picture or the 
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other and provided a single set of ratings. In the blocked design used here, the overall effect of 

Face was not significant, F (1, 132) =.16, p=.69, consistent with the near-identical curves for the 

Asian and Caucasian face conditions in the left panel of Figure 1.  However, as is clear in the 

other two panels, this null effect was not due to the pictures not affecting the accentedness 

ratings.  Rather, there were two different patterns – one for the first time that people did the task 

(with one face), and one for the second time (with the other face).  The first block is essentially a 

between-subject test like that used by Rubin, and as the middle panel of Figure 1 shows, we 

observed the same effect that he did:  Subjects who saw an Asian face rated the speech as more 

accented than subjects who saw a Caucasian face, F (1, 22) =9.95, p=.005. 

However, as the right panel of Figure 1 shows, when subjects did the task a second time, 

now with the “other” face, the pattern reversed – now, rather than giving higher accentedness 

ratings to speech heard while seeing an Asian face, the ratings are higher while seeing a 

Caucasian face, F (1, 22) =9.05, p=.006. If the visual context effect is being driven by perceptual 

mechanisms, it is hard to imagine how this reversal could occur.  On the other hand, if the effect 

reflects decision mechanisms, then such a reversal is easier to understand.  For example, subjects 

may have initially reported accentedness scores that were influenced by what they guessed the 

experiment was about (i.e., they may have responded to the demand characteristics of the 

pictures), but when they then get the “other” picture they may have overcompensated in trying to 

provide scores that were, not biased (and, as the left panel shows, the overall accentedness 

between the two faces was the same). 

Returning to the overall ANOVA, there were three significant effects.  First, the main 

effect of Continuum Step was significant, F (3, 132) = 127.17, p<.001, an effect that simply 

demonstrates that our construction of the accentedness continuum was successful.  Second, there 
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was a significant main effect for Word, F (2, 132) = 30.22, p<.001.  Pairwise comparisons 

(Bonferroni) of the accentedness ratings showed that cancer (M=2.83, SD =.08) > theater 

(M=2.26, SD =.08) = thousand (M=1.92, SD =.10), with cancer rated significantly more accented 

than thousand and theater, p’s<.001, but with no significant difference between theater and 

thousand, p=.058.  As Figure 2 shows, although there were some differences among the three 

words in terms of how accented each sounded, the general patterns described above were 

consistent across the three words. Finally, there was a significant main effect of Presentation 

order, F (1, 22) =10.24, p=.004.  Participants who watched the Asian face first and the Caucasian 

face second had overall higher accent rating scores (M=2.52, SD=.08) than the participants who 

watched the two faces in the reverse order (M=2.15, SD=.08).   

Discussion 

 The results of Experiment 1 show that during an initial block of trials, speech paired with 

an Asian face was rated as more accented than the same speech paired with a Caucasian face. 

This result is consistent with the result reported by Rubin (1992), whose between-subject design 

matches the between-subject design of this initial block of trials. The results are similar, even 

though Rubin presented a short passage from a native speaker paired with two faces, whereas we 

tested three English words made to be ambiguous (i.e., somewhere between native and strong 

accented). Critically, in our second block, when subjects saw the “other” face, the speech paired 

with the Caucasian face was judged as having a stronger accent than the speech paired with the 

Asian face. We suggest that participants adjusted their accent rating judgments across the two 

blocks, producing the overall null effect of Face when the data are collapsed across the two 

blocks.  
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Our interpretation assumes that subjects were acting strategically, and participants’ 

reports during the debriefing session support this idea. When we asked participants what they 

thought the experiment was about, 79% (19/24) of them correctly guessed the purpose of the 

study – they said that they thought we were testing whether the pictures affected their accent 

ratings.  

Experiment 2  

Experiment 1 showed that static faces seem to lead participants to shift their judgments of 

accent, presumably because presenting static pictures during speech does not have any other 

obvious purpose. Videos (i.e., faces with lip-movements), in comparison, may not produce 

strong demand characteristics because the speech is actually integrated with the visual 

information. Thus, in Experiment 2, we used dubbed videos of faces, rather than static faces, to 

test whether judgments of accentedness differ between Asian face videos and Caucasian face 

videos.  

Method 

Participants 

We tested a new set of 26 participants in Experiment 2. We excluded two participants due 

to a computer failure during the experiment.  Participants all had self-reported normal hearing 

and vision. They received partial course credit for their participation.  

Materials 

The 24 audiovisual stimuli, 8 for each of the three words, were described in Experiment 

1:  For each word, we dubbed steps 3, 4, 5 and 6 of the continuum onto both the Asian face and 

the Caucasian face videos.  All videos were dubbed so that it looked as if the speakers were 

producing the words themselves.   
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Procedure 

As in Experiment 1, participants wore headphones and sat in a sound attenuated booth. 

On each trial, they watched a video and pressed one of four buttons, using the same rating scale 

as in the first experiment. Participants were instructed to do the task as accurately as possible 

without taking too long.  Timing of the trials was as in Experiment 1. 

The accent-rating task was run in two blocks.  In each block, participants received 15 

randomizations of 12 Asian or Caucasian face videos. Half of the participants watched the Asian 

face videos first, and half watched the Caucasian face videos first. As in Experiment 1, the two 

blocks were separated by a 5-minute computer game playing filler task.  

Results 

For each subject, we calculated the average accentedness rating for each video. A four-

way repeated measures ANOVA (Face × Continuum Step × Word × Presentation order) was 

conducted on these scores. For consistency with Experiment 1, a three-way repeated measures 

ANOVA (Face × Continuum Step × Word) was then conducted separately for the results of each 

Block, using Face as a between-subject variable.  Figure 3 shows how the visual information 

(Asian vs. Caucasian face) influenced participants’ judgments of the four continuum steps for the 

three words; Figure 4 shows the results collapsed across the continuum steps, for each of the 

three words individually.  Overall (left panel of Figure 3), the main effect of Face was 

significant, F (1, 132) = 4.32, p=.05, reflecting a small but consistent tendency to report stimuli 

with the Asian face as more accented. The main effects of Continuum Step (F (3, 132) = 119.34) 

and Word (F (2, 132) = 19.32) were both significant, p’s <.001, showing similar patterns as in 

Experiment 1. No other effects were significant.  
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A comparison of the middle and right panels of Figure 3 to the corresponding panels of 

Figure 1 makes it clear that switching to videos eliminated the reversal that occurred in 

Experiment 1 – judgments of accentedness with the video stimuli were much more stable. In 

Experiment 2, there were weak trends in both Block 1 and Block 2 towards higher accentedness 

ratings for the Asian face than for the Caucasian face, but in neither Block was this trend 

significant; the interactions of Face × Continuum Step and Face × Word were also not significant 

in either Block, p’s>.05. As in the overall analysis, the main effect of Continuum Step and the 

main effect of Word were both significant in each Block individually, p’s<.001.  

Discussion 

Experiment 2 matched Experiment 1 except for the presentation method of the faces: we 

changed from static pictures to videos, while playing the same sounds. Using the videos, which 

should reduce demand characteristics, we found a small but significant effect of Face. This result 

is consistent with Rubin’s (1992) finding, but the effect is clearly rather weak. The absence of a 

reversal in the ratings from the first block to the second in Experiment 2 highlights how sensitive 

to response strategies the effect was when pictures were used.  It is worth noting that Yi et al. 

(2013) also used integrated audiovisual stimuli and found a larger effect of Face. Critically, we 

dubbed the same ambiguous sound onto two faces whereas Yi et al (2013) actually presented 

different speech with each face.   

Part 2 

The two experiments in Part 1 suggest that people’s judgments of accentedness depend 

on the way that the visual stimuli (static vs. moving faces) are presented. In Part 2, we continue 

to use the dubbed videos, and test whether decision level interpretations of accentedness can be 

shifted by manipulating different aspects of the visual presentation.  
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Experiment 3 

In Experiment 3, we added six more videos. In these additional videos, for each of the 

three words the native sound was paired with the Caucasian face, and the most accented sound 

was paired with the Asian face.  The additional videos serve two purposes. First, they provide 

participants with an unambiguous standard to use while making judgments of the ambiguous 

videos. Second, they provide a test of whether the accentedness judgments are influenced by 

decision level factors. In particular, if the judgments are subject to decision biases, then the new 

unambiguously accented and unambiguously unaccented videos should produce standard 

contrast effects:  Ambiguous words paired with Asian videos, presented in the context of 

strongly accented words paired with Asian videos, will be judged as less accented; ambiguous 

words paired with Caucasian videos, presented in the context of native speech paired with 

Caucasian videos, will be judged as more accented.  

Method 

Participants 

Thirty students who had not been in Experiments 1 or 2 participated in Experiment 3. 

They all had self-reported normal hearing and vision. We excluded the data from five East Asian 

participants from the dataanalyses (subjects who appeared to be Asian were asked about their 

origins). This was done to avoid a potential effect of own-race preferences when presented with 

stimuli that contained an East Asian face (Bar-Haim, Ziv, Lamy, & Hodes, 2006; Kelly et al., 

2007; Kelly et al., 2005).  Participants received partial course credit for their participation.  

Materials 
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In addition to the 24 videos in Experiment 2, we constructed six more videos. For each 

word, we dubbed step 1 of the continuum (most accented) onto an Asian-face video, and we 

dubbed step 8 (most native) of the continuum onto the Caucasian-face video. These audiovisual 

tokens were intended to provide clear anchors for the participants, stimuli in which the 

accentedness of the audio track was consistent with the face being seen to produce it.   

Procedure 

The procedures were the same as in Experiments 1 and 2:  The accent-rating task was run 

as two separate blocks, with all Asian videos in one block, and all Caucasian videos in the other 

block.  In each block, there were 15 repetitions of 15 Asian-face (or Caucasian-face) videos 

randomly presented. Each block took around 15 minutes.  The order of the two blocks was 

counterbalanced across subjects. The same 5-minute filler task as before was used to separate the 

two blocks. 

Results 

We excluded one participant because he failed to respond to at least 10 trials in at least 

one block.  We then calculated the average rating for each video for each subject. Complete sets 

of usable data were obtained from 24 non-Asian native English speakers (12 in each of the two 

conditions).   

A four-way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted: Face × Continuum Step × Word 

× Presentation order.  The unambiguous endpoint tokens were not included in the analyses 

because they were just used as reference points  –  our focus is on the potentially movable tokens 

near the middle of the continuum, as in Experiments 1 and 2.  Figure 5 shows how the visual 

information (Asian vs. Caucasian) influenced participants’ judgments of the four continuum 
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steps for the three words; Figure 6 shows the results collapsed across the continuum steps, for 

each of the three words individually.   

As is clear by comparing the results in Figures 5 and 6 to the corresponding figures from 

Experiment 2, adding the unambiguous endpoint stimuli drastically changed the pattern of 

accentedness ratings. In Experiment 3, these ratings were dominated by a contrast effect – Asian 

videos were rated as less accented (M=2.42, SD=.09) than the Caucasian videos (M=2.63, 

SD=.09), F (1, 132) =73.71, p<.001. As in the previous experiments, the main effects of 

Continuum Step (F (3, 132) = 250.22, p<.001) and Word (F (2, 132) = 7.40, p=.002) were 

significant.  In this case, the interaction between Continuum Step and Face was also significant, 

F (3, 132) =5.60, p=.002, reflecting the somewhat smaller effect of Face for Step 6 than for the 

other Steps.   

Inspection of the middle and right panels of Figure 5 suggests that the contrast effect was 

stronger during the first block of the experiment than during the second block.  Two three-way 

repeated measures ANOVAs (Face × Continuum Step × Word) were conducted to assess the 

effect of the videos for the first block and the second block separately, as in the previous 

experiments. The effect of Face was in fact significant for the first Block (F (1, 22) =24.88, 

p<.001, Asian: M =2.21, SD=.09; Caucasian: M =2.83, SD=.09) but not for the second (F (1, 22) 

=2.3, p=.144).  For both blocks, the main effect of Continuum Step was significant, p’s<.001, as 

was the main effect of Word (Block 1, p=.033, Block 2, p<.001). For the first block, the 

interaction of Face and Continuum Step was significant (F (3, 132) =3.05, p=.034), reflecting the 

slightly smaller effect on Step 6. No other effects reached significance. 

Discussion 
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The results of Experiment 3 showed that when unambiguous anchors are provided, 

speech heard as coming from an Asian face was rated as less accented than if the speech came 

from a Caucasian face. This pattern was due to the context effect provided by the unambiguous 

items. In the block with the unambiguously accented Asian videos, participants rated the 

ambiguous videos as less accented; in the block with unambiguously unaccented Caucasian 

videos, participants rated the ambiguous videos as more accented.  This is a classic contrast 

effect, consistent with the accentedness judgments being heavily influenced by decision-level 

processes.  

We suggested that the results in Experiment 2 differed from those in Experiment 1 

because of a reduction in the demand characteristics when the speech was integrated with the 

visual display.  This is one type of a decision-level effect. Experiment 3 has provided evidence 

for a second type of decision-level bias: contrast effects.  

Experiment 4  

In Experiment 4 we shift to a design that should minimize decision level effects by 

presenting the Asian and Caucasian videos in a mixed design. In general, blocking stimuli 

affords subjects the greatest opportunity to use strategic (decision-level) processes in their 

responses. By having videos with the two faces randomly presented, such strategic effects should 

be reduced. 

Method 

Participants 

Forty Stony Brook students with self-reported normal vision and hearing participated in 

this experiment.  None had participated in the previous experiments. Using the same criteria as 

before, we excluded 11 East Asian participants and 3 participants because they did not look at 
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the screen during the task.  Participants received partial course credit to fulfill a research 

requirement in psychology courses.    

Materials 

We used the same 30 videos (15 Asian, 15 Caucasian) as in Experiment 3. 

Procedure 

The procedures were the same as in the previous experiments.   To be consistent with the 

procedures of the other experiments, the accent-rating task was run in two blocks, with the two 

blocks separated by the same filler task (i.e., computer game playing).  However, because of the 

mixed design, there were no differences between the two blocks.  Thus, half of the 10 

presentations of each stimulus were given in each block. Specifically, in each block, participants 

received five randomizations of 15 Asian videos and 15 Caucasian videos, with the two types of 

videos mixed and pseudo-randomly presented. Video presentation order differed for the two 

blocks, but the order of the stimuli within each block was the same for each participant. Each 

block took around 10 minutes.   

Results 

Two participants were excluded because their average ratings of the unambiguous 

Caucasian face videos were too similar to their average ratings of the unambiguous Asian face 

videos (i.e., they did not or could not pay attention to the accent).  The operational definition of 

“too similar” was an average rating for the most native item (i.e., continuum step 8 dubbed onto 

the Caucasian face video) that was greater than sixty percent of the average rating of the most 

accented item (i.e., continuum step 1 dubbed onto the Asian face video) for the identification 

task in either block.  We used the data from 24 participants in the analysis.   
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A four-way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted with four within-subject factors: 

Block (1 vs. 2), Face (Asian and Caucasian), Continuum Step (3, 4, 5 and 6), and Word (cancer, 

theater, and thousand). Figure 7 shows how the visual information (Asian vs. Caucasian) 

influenced participants’ judgments of the four continuum steps for the three words; Figure 8 

shows the results collapsed across the continuum steps, for each of the three words individually.   

As has been true in all of the experiments, the main effects of Continuum Step, F (3, 138) 

=355.63, p<.001, and of Word, F (2, 138) =9.68, p<.001, were significant.  As would be 

expected by virtue of there being no difference in the stimuli or conditions across Blocks 1 and 2, 

performance did not differ across the two blocks, F (1, 138) =.58, p=.45. The critical question is 

whether seeing an Asian versus a Caucasian video affected accentedness in a mixed design that 

minimized the opportunity for strategic effects.  As Figures 7 and 8 suggest, there was little or no 

such effect of Face in this mixed design, F (1, 138) =1.31, p=.27.  The only hint of an effect was 

a significant interaction between Continuum Step and Face, F (3, 138) =3.11, p=.032. Pairwise 

comparisons showed that there was no effect of the Face at continuum steps 3-5 (p’s >.05), but 

the Asian face was rated as more accented than the Caucasian face on continuum step 6 (p 

=.032).  The overall lack of an effect was consistent across all three words, as Figure 8 

illustrates, with no interaction between Word and Face, F (2, 138) =1.52, p=.23. 

Discussion 

The results of Experiment 4 showed that when we presented the same items as those in 

Experiment 3, but now in a mixed design, there was no overall effect of the ethnicity of the 

faces; there was a very small effect of Face on one step of the continuum. Overall, the results of 

Experiment 4 can be seen as the complement of those in Experiment 3:  In one case, we designed 

the experiment to maximize potential decision-level factors (by including contrastive stimuli in a 
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blocked design), whereas in the other we tried to minimize them.  The quite different patterns of 

results for these two experiments in Part 2 demonstrate the degree to which interpretation, rather 

than perception, can dominate the outcome when asking listeners for judgments of accentedness.   

More broadly, looking across the results of the first four experiments, the systematic variation in 

accent ratings produced by our manipulations indicates that the “perceptual” effects of watching 

different faces discussed in previous studies (Levi et al., 2007; Magen, 1998; Rubin, 1992, 1998; 

Scales et al., 2006; Yi et al., 2013) are in fact interpretational effects. In Part 3 we use a second 

methodology to separate perceptual from interpretational effects.  

Part 3 

To isolate purely perceptual effects of accent, we used the selective adaptation paradigm. 

Selective adaptation is a reduction in the report of a stimulus after repeated exposure to similar 

stimuli. It was originally used with speech stimuli in Eimas and Corbit’s (1973) study. They 

created a continuum between voiced and voiceless stop consonants and found that the phonemic 

boundary was shifted after repetitive presentation of an endpoint member of the continuum. For 

instance, if participants heard a repeating voiced consonant, their likelihood of reporting a voiced 

consonant was reduced; they reported fewer items of the continuum as voiced compared to the 

baseline.  The selective adaptation paradigm has been used widely in later studies and has 

yielded strong and consistent effects for auditory stimuli (see Samuel,1986 for a review of much 

of the literature).  Selective adaptation is primarily sensitive to the perception of acoustic 

properties of the repeated sound. As such, in Experiments 5 and 6, we use the selective 

adaptation paradigm to investigate the perception of accented speech.   

Experiment 5 
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The purpose of Experiment 5 is to test whether differences in accent produce adaptation; 

if they do, we can use adaptation to test whether audiovisually-determined accents can produce 

adaptation. In Experiment 5, we used purely auditory adaptors – the endpoints of each 8-step 

continuum.  If repeatedly hearing a clearly accented sound can generate adaptation, test words 

will sound less accented after hearing such accented tokens. Conversely, if hearing a clearly 

native sound produces adaptation, then test items will sound more accented after hearing the 

unaccented tokens.  

Method 

Participants 

Seventy-one Stony Brook undergraduate students participated in Experiment 5; 11 were 

excluded because they did not return for the required second day of testing.  Two of the 

remaining 60 participants were excluded because they were East Asian, and three participants’ 

data were not used because of a computer failure during the experiment. Participants were all 

native English speakers who had normal vision and hearing, and they received partial course 

credit to fulfill a research requirement in psychology courses.   

Materials 

As noted above, we used only auditory stimuli in this experiment.  The test series were 

the 8-step continua created for the previous experiments, one continuum for each of the three 

words (cancer, theater, and thousand). The adaptors were the endpoints of the 8-step continuum 

of each word.    

Procedure 

There were two groups of participants in Experiment 5.  The first group received 

accented adaptors during their first testing session (i.e., on day 1) and native adaptors during 
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their second session (i.e., on day 2); the order of adaptors was reversed for the second group.  For 

each group, one-third of the participants heard only the word cancer, one-third heard only the 

word theater, and one-third heard only the word thousand, throughout the two-day experiment.  

Each day, participants were instructed that there were two tasks during the session and 

that both tasks involved listening to simple English words and making a decision about each 

word that they would hear.  The first task took about 5 minutes, and the second task took about 

15 minutes. 

On the first task (ID: baseline identification), participants listened to 20 randomizations 

of an 8-step continuum. They rated each sound in terms of its accentedness by pressing one of 

four buttons, using the same 4-point scale as in the previous experiments.  Participants were 

required to press a button within 3 sec from the onset of each stimulus. One second after all 

participants had responded the next sound was presented. If one or more participants failed to 

respond within 3 sec, the next item was automatically presented after 1 sec.  

Immediately after the first task, participants did the second task (Adapt: adaptation test). 

On this task, participants made the same decisions as they did on task 1, with one change in the 

presentation. There were periods of about 30 seconds during which participants just listened to a 

repeating word, the adaptor (30 repetitions of the adaptor, at a rate of approximately one 

presentation per second), without making any responses. The adaptation test consisted of 14 

cycles, with each cycle including 30 repetitions of an adaptor followed by one randomization of 

the eight-item continuum for participants to identify. The randomization was preceded by a 500 

ms pause, and the timing within the identification block was the same as in the baseline 

identification task (except that the maximum waiting time was 4 sec, to give participants some 
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extra time to respond as they switched from the “listening-only” condition to the “listening-and-

responding” condition).  

Results 

On the Identification task, the first 4 passes of the 8-step continua were practice and were 

not scored.  We calculated the average rating of each continuum step for the remaining 16 

repetitions.  On the adaptation task, we calculated the average ratings for each continuum step.  

We excluded six participants because their average rating of continuum step 8 was too similar to 

their rating of step 1. As before, “too similar” means that the average rating for the native item 

(continuum step 8) that was greater than sixty percent of the average rating of the most accented 

item (continuum step 1) for the identification task on either day.  These subjects were apparently 

not willing or able to judge accentedness reliably. We excluded one participant because he failed 

to respond at least 10 times on at least one task.  Complete sets of usable data were obtained 

from 48 participants (evenly distributed across conditions).   

Figure 9 shows that when the adaptor was the native sound, participants’ rating scores 

were higher than on the baseline identification test.  Conversely, when the adaptor was accented, 

test items sounded less accented after adaptation.  Figure 10 shows that accent produced 

adaptation for each of the three words individually.   

To quantify these effects, for each participant, we computed one number that was the 

average score across items 3, 4, 5, and 6 (the region of each continuum that was most ambiguous 

and thus most susceptible to shifts caused by adaptation) for both the baseline and the adaptation 

tasks.  We conducted a four-way ANOVA on these scores: Presentation order (Accented adaptor 

on day 1 vs. on day 2) × Word (cancer, theater, and thousand) × Adaptor (Native vs.  Accented) 

× Time (Baseline vs. after Adaptation).  For the two within-subject factors, a significant main 
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effect was found for Adaptor (F (1, 42) = 158.79, p<.001) as well as for Time (F (1, 42) = 12.34, 

p=.001).  For the between-subject factors, there was no effect of Presentation order (F (1, 42) 

= .014, p =.907), but the main effect for Word was significant (F (2, 42) =9.725, p <.001).  See 

Table 1 for descriptive statistics. 

The critical interaction is the one between Time and Adaptor (F (1, 42) =194.32, p 

< .001). The significant interaction demonstrates that adaptation worked, with the two adaptors 

shifting the judged accentedness differently from Baseline after adaptation.  Pairwise 

comparisons showed that the difference between the accent ratings before and after adaptation 

was significant both for the native adaptor (p<.001) and for the accented adaptor (p < .001). The 

effect was consistent for all three words, all p’s <=.003.  

Discussion 

Experiment 5 showed that accent produced adaptation, with the typical contrastive effect.  

This allows us to use adaptation to test whether visually different adaptors (Asian vs. Caucasian) 

combined with the same auditory token will produce a comparable effect.  Experiment 6 

provides this test.   

Experiment 6 

In Experiment 6, we aim to test whether visually different adaptors (Asian vs. Caucasian) 

produce different adaptation effects.  If visual information affects the perception of accent, that 

is, if participants really perceive a sound as accented because it appears to be coming from an 

Asian speaker, and they hear the sound as unaccented because it appears to be coming from a 

Caucasian speaker, then these accented/unaccented adaptors should behave like those in 

Experiment 3. If instead visual information only affects interpretation, not perception, of accent, 

then neither adaptor will produce an adaptation effect.   
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The logic of Experiment 6 is similar to the logic Samuel (1997; Samuel, 2001) has used 

to demonstrate that lexical context can drive the perception of phonetic segments within a word. 

Samuel (1997) tested whether a phonetic segment produced by phonemic restoration has the 

same adapting properties as a phonetic segment that is acoustically present in a word.  In 

phonemic restoration, a segment is deleted from a word and replaced by another sound, such as 

white noise.  Listeners consistently report that the word sounds intact, indicating that they have 

perceptually restored the missing segment (Warren, 1970). Samuel (1997) took words like 

“alphabet” and “armadillo” and replaced the /b/ or the /d/ with white noise.  These words were 

then used as adaptors, with a /b/ - /d/ test continuum.  The restored phonemes produced the 

contrastive adaptation effect (restored /b/ reduced report of /b/, and restored /d/ reduced report of 

/d/), showing that they had been perceived, and were not just some decision-level interpretation.  

Experiment 6 uses the same logic, with videos providing the context (rather than words), and 

accent being the potentially perceived property (rather than /b/ or /d/). 

Method 

Participants 

Another 61 Stony Brook undergraduate students participated in Experiment 6. Of these, 

nine participants were excluded because they did not return for the second day of testing. One of 

the remaining participants was excluded because he was East Asian. Participants were all native 

English speakers who had normal vision and hearing, and each was compensated with partial 

course credit in a psychology course.   

Materials 

The same 8-step auditory-only continua were used as the test series, but we used 

audiovisual adaptors in Experiment 6, rather than the purely auditory ones used in Experiment 5.  
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The baseline identification data of Experiment 5 showed that step 5 was the most ambiguous 

item for all three test words. Therefore, we used videos as adaptors in which the most ambiguous 

audios (step 5 for each continuum) were paired with videos of either the Asian face or the 

Caucasian face (6 audiovisual adaptors: 3 continua × 2 faces).  Each one of these adaptors was 

conceptually related to an adaptor in Experiment 5, except that in Experiment 5 the native versus 

accented quality of an adaptor was based on the auditory signal whereas in Experiment 6 this 

distinction was cued by the faces that were paired with the ambiguous auditory signal.   

Procedure 

In Experiment 6, the procedures were similar to those in Experiment 5, except that during 

the adaptation test, 30 repetitions of an audio-visual adaptor took about 60 seconds, and 

participants were instructed to watch the videos (instead of just listening to the sounds). 

Participants watched the Asian videos or the Caucasian videos as adaptors on two separate days, 

as they had heard accented or native adaptors on separate days in Experiment 5. The order of the 

adaptors was counterbalanced across participants. 

Results 

The first 4 passes of the 8-step continua of the identification task were not scored, as 

before. We calculated the average accentedness rating for each step on each continuum, both for 

the identification task and for the adaptation task.  One participant was excluded because his 

average rating of continuum step 8 (native) was too similar to his rating of step 1 (accented), 

using the same criterion as before.  We excluded two participants because they failed to respond 

at least 10 times on at least one task.  Usable data were obtained from 48 participants (evenly 

distributed across conditions).   
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Figures 11 and 12 shows the results of Experiment 6.  Inspection of the figures makes it 

clear that unlike Experiment 5, the adaptors here were completely ineffective. To assess the 

pattern statistically, we again computed the mean scores across items 3, 4, 5, and 6 to conduct a 

four-way ANOVA: Presentation order (Asian face adaptor on day 1 vs. on day 2) × Word 

(cancer, theater, and thousand) × Adaptor (a Caucasian face vs. an Asian face) × Time (Baseline 

vs. after Adaptation). The main effect for Word was significant, F (2, 42) =27.320, p<.001, 

consistent with all of the previous experiments. No other effects even approached significance:  

The main effect for Presentation order was not significant, F (1, 42) = 1.223, p =.275, nor was 

the main effect for Time (F (1, 42) = 1.289, p=.263) or for Adaptor (F (1, 42) = 2.322, p=.135). 

The critical interaction of Time and Adaptor was also clearly not significant, F (1, 42) = 1.748, 

p=.193.  The pattern – no effect – was consistent across each individual word, p’s >.05, as shown 

in Figure 12. The results clearly show that there was no adaptation. See Table 2 for descriptive 

statistics. 

Discussion  

The absence of the Time × Adaptor interaction shows that visually different adaptors 

failed to yield adaptation effects, as is clear in Figures 11 and 12.  Taken together with the 

findings of Experiment 5 that showed that differently accented adaptors produced adaptation 

effects, this null result demonstrates that visual information did not play a role in the perception 

of accent.    

Previous research has shown that some types of context affect perceptual adaptation 

(Samuel, 1997, 2001) but others may not (Banks, Gowen, Munro, & Adank, 2015; Roberts & 

Summerfield, 1981; Saldaña & Rosenblum, 1994; Samuel & Lieblich, 2014; Swerts & Krahmer, 

2004). Generally speaking, lexical context has proven to be effective, while visual context has 
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not.  Swerts and Krahmer (2004) have suggested that visual information is given less weight than 

auditory information in participants’ perception of accent. Consistent with the literature, the 

results of Experiments 5 and 6 show that adaptation can be driven by the auditory component of 

speech (i.e., the accentedness of sounds) but not by its visual component (i.e., the ethnicity of 

faces).   

General Discussion 

Previous studies showed that the ethnicity of a speaker, signaled by a picture, 

significantly affected people’s judgments of the accent of the speaker (Rubin, 1992; Rubin et al., 

1999; Rubin & Smith, 1990; Yi et al., 2013; Yi et al., 2014). The current study was designed to 

determine the nature of this effect.  In particular, the goal was to test whether the effect was 

taking place at a perceptual level, or was instead based on later interpretation. 

In Part 1, we examined the possible effect of demand characteristics produced by the 

pictures.  With static photos, under conditions most like those in previous studies (i.e, the 

effectively between-subject design of the first block), we replicated the increase in judged 

accentedness of speech when an Asian face was shown, rather than a Caucasian face. In 

Experiment 2, by changing the static faces to an integral combination of visual information with 

the speech, the demand characteristics were reduced, largely abolishing the effect. Rubin’s 

findings (Kang & Rubin, 2009; Rubin, 1992; Rubin et al., 1999; Rubin & Smith, 1990) have 

been cited in concerns about possible negative biases against non-native speakers (e.g., teaching 

assistants, or job applicants) based on their appearance.  If we take Experiments 1 and 2 as being 

somewhat analogous to two versions of a real-world situation that is prone to bias, the results are 

potentially encouraging: If an Asian job candidate was assumed to be difficult to understand 
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based on an application form (e.g., European resumes typically include a picture of the 

applicant), an actual interview (where the face and speech are integrated) could reduce the bias.  

In Part 2, we varied factors that are known to affect decisions, and we found that the 

interpretation of accentedness while watching an Asian face is subject to these context effects. 

Whereas participants had a weak tendency to rate Asian videos to be more accented than the 

Caucasian videos in Experiment 2, with the mixed design of Experiment 4 there was no 

difference, and the effect could even be reversed with a contrast manipulation (Experiment 3). 

Collectively, the results of these identification experiments show that visual information affects 

the interpretation of accented speech on the decision level, rather than actually altering the way 

the speech sounds.   

To provide a converging test of this conclusion, in Part 3 we used the selective adaptation 

paradigm. Experiment 5 showed that truly accented speech produces adaptation, but in 

Experiment 6 audiovisual adaptors (with the most ambiguous member of continuum dubbed onto 

an Asian face or a Caucasian face) did not. Previous studies using the same logic have 

demonstrated perceptual effects of lexical context (Samuel, 1997, 2001). The absence of 

adaption here indicates that the perception of accentedness does not differ as a function of the 

two faces.   

Collectively, in contrast with previous claims about how the ethnicity of a face affects the 

perception of accentedess, the evidence provided in the current study indicates that visual 

information influences people’s interpretation of accentedness, but not their actual perception of 

accentedness. We believe that the different conclusions stem from the fact that “perception” is a 

term that is used in two quite different ways.  Here, we have used it in the restricted sense of 

what people actually hear.  This is the more precise usage recommended by Firestone and Scholl 
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(2015), Norris et al. (2000), and Samuel (1997, 2001). As those authors have noted, there is a 

more general use of “perception” that lumps together the more specific sense of perception with 

the decision level interpretation of stimuli.  Previous authors talking about accent perception 

have generally used this broader sense of the term. 

Even if seeing an Asian face does not truly affect people’s perception of accented speech, 

it is important to realize that a decision level bias against Asian faces, Asian accented speech, or 

even speakers of that accent, matters in real social contexts. Previous studies have shown that 

native English speakers tend to hold negative attitudes toward Asian-accented English, and this 

can generalize to negative evaluations of the speakers of that accent (Cargile, 1997; Gill, 1994; 

Grossman, 2011; Hosoda, Stone-Romero, & Walter, 2007; Jacobs & Friedman, 1988; 

Lindemann, 2002, 2003, 2005). For instance, Asian-accented English speakers were perceived as 

poorer communicators (Hosoda et al., 2007), less likable and less competent than native English 

speakers (Grossman, 2011); they were also rated as less competent in the contexts of both 

employment interviews and college classrooms (Cargile, 1997).  Kim, Wang, Deng, Alvarez, and 

Li (2011) showed that English proficiency among Chinese Americans was related to the 

speakers’ depressive symptoms over time, suggesting that negative attitudes toward Chinese-

accented English can have a significant impact on the speakers.  The negative impact on those 

whose speech differs from standard American English is by no means limited to Asian accents: 

Spanish-accented speakers suffer at job interviews, African-American instructors face challenges 

from their students in building credibility and acceptance, and non-native speakers are more 

likely to be fired due to their accented English than native speakers (Hendrix, 1998; Lippi-Green, 

1997; Rubin, 1998). Moreover, even when foreign teaching assistants’ teaching was as effective 
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as that of native teaching assistants, students’ satisfaction was lower for foreign teaching 

assistants (Fleisher, Hashimoto, & Weinberg, 2002). 

Given all of these negative consequences, Rubin (1998) has argued that university 

training programs should not only focus on enhancing foreign instructors’ linguistic skills but 

also on improving students’ attitudes and listening skills.  The current study offers new insights 

into this issue by demonstrating that Asian faces do not affect accentedness of speech on a 

perceptual level. This fact offers hope in the sense that it should be easier to change 

decisions/interpretations than perception itself.  As a practical matter, our results highlight the 

potential demand characteristic involved in photographs of an Asian face. That is, judging a 

person by looking at a photo is clearly not be the most accurate way to know that person; instead, 

face-to-face personal interactions will offer more opportunities to gain a deeper understanding of 

the individual, and thereby reduce decision level bias. 
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Table 1 

Means and Standard Deviations of Accentedness as a function of Adaptor, Time, and Word in 

Experiment 5.  

Adaptor Time Word n M SD 

 

 

Accented 

 

Baseline 

Cancer 16 2.51 .29 

Theater 16 2.65 .32 

Thousand 16 2.75 .37 

 

After Adaptation 

Cancer 16 2.18 .29 

Theater 16 2.39 .28 

Thousand 16 2.53 .32 

 

 

Native 

 

 

Baseline 

Cancer 16 2.39 .33 

Theater 16 2.59 .32 

Thousand 16 2.87 .31 

 

After Adaptation 

Cancer 16 2.91 .28 

Theater 16 2.91 .31 

Thousand 16 3.44 .23 
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Table 2 

Means and Standard Deviations of Accentedness as a function of Adaptor, Time, and Word in 

Experiment 6.  

Adaptor Time Word n M SD 

 

 

Accented 

 

Baseline 

Cancer 16 2.44 .33 

Theater 16 2.52 .21 

Thousand 16 2.92 .34 

 

After Adaptation 

Cancer 16 2.54 .31 

Theater 16 2.55 .29 

Thousand 16 3.00 .32 

 

 

Native 

 

 

Baseline 

Cancer 16 2.56 .29 

Theater 16 2.60 .21 

Thousand 16 3.04 .30 

 

After Adaptation 

Cancer 16 2.59 .25 

Theater 16 2.54 .28 

Thousand 16 3.06 .34 
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Figure 1.  Accentedness ratings of continuum steps 3-6 as a function of whether the static face 

was Asian versus Caucasian. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. 
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Figure 2.  Accentedness ratings of the three words separately as a function of whether the static 

face was Asian versus Caucasian. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.  
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Figure 3.  Accentedness ratings of continuum steps 3-6 as a function of whether the face was 

Asian versus Caucasian. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. 
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Figure 4.  Accentedness ratings of the three words separately as a function of whether the face 

was Asian versus Caucasian. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.  
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Figure 5.  Accentedness ratings of continuum steps 3-6 as a function of whether the face was 

Asian versus Caucasian. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. 
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Figure 6.  Accentedness ratings of the three words separately as a function of whether the face 

was Asian versus Caucasian. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.  
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Figure 7.  Accentedness ratings of continuum steps 3-6 as a function of whether the face was 

Asian versus Caucasian. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. 
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Figure 8.  Accentedness ratings of the three words separately as a function of whether the face 

was Asian versus Caucasian. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.  
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Figure 9.  Accentedness ratings of 8-step continua as a function of whether the adaptor was 

native versus accented. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.  
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Figure 10.  Accentedness ratings of 8-step continua as a function of whether the adaptor was 

native versus accented for each of the three words separately. Error bars represent the standard 

error of the mean.  
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Figure 11. Accentedness ratings of 8-step continua as a function of whether the adaptor included 

an Asian face versus a Caucasian face. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.  
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Figure 12.  Accentedness ratings of 8-step continua as a function of whether the adaptor included 

an Asian face versus a Caucasian face for each of the three words separately. Error bars represent 

the standard error of the mean. 
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Appendix A: The Asian Face and Caucasian Face used in the experiments 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


